
 The lead-up 
 ●  The dinner was scheduled in late October for early November, but after Trump 

 announced his candidacy the meeting was postponed for later in the month.  Ye initially 
 planned to meet Trump alone. 

 ●  Earlier in November, Nick Fuentes asked Milo Yiannopolous to get him in contact with Ye 
 via the Infowars team. He would have asked directly, but claims to have personal issues 
 with his mutual contact at the organization.  Yiannopolous was originally apprehensive 
 towards a collaboration between Ye and Fuentes. 

 ●  After Ye met Fuentes, he was impressed and chose to bring him along to Mar-A-Lago. 
 ●  The other invited guest was Jamar Montgomery, engineer for Boeing as well as 

 self-described civil rights activist. Montgomery is said to have assisted with Ye’s 
 educational project Donda Academy at some point.  Montgomery claims to not know Ye 
 very well, and denounces the expressed views of both Ye and Fuentes. It is unknown in 
 what capacity, if any, Montgomery currently collaborates with Ye. 

 ●  Fuentes was opposed to his own presence at Mar-A-Lago, claiming Trump would talk to 
 Ye differently if other people were present. Ye invited him anyway, and volunteered to 
 attempt to bring the undeclared guests into the building. 

 The trip 
 ●  Ye had intended to fly to Florida on Spirit Airlines, for the reason that it would be “funny” 

 to take the ultra-low-cost airline to meet the former President. 
 ●  On the plane, Ye asked Fuentes one final time whether he should bring the two guests to 

 the meeting. Fuentes said no. Ye insisted that he should bring guests anyway. 
 ●  Karen Giorno, former Trump staffer and advisor, was tasked with escorting the trio to 

 Mar-A-Lago. Due to a scheduling conflict, Giorno was running late. 
 ●  Yiannopolous managed to get a hold of Giorno, and the four arranged to meet at the 

 Trump National Doral in Miami. This resulted in them being late to dinner, seriously 
 agitating both Ye and Fuentes. 

 ●  On the way to Mar-A-Lago, Giorno realized that none of the attendees were following the 
 Mar-A-Lago dress code. Ye didn’t care. 

 ●  Based on Giorno’s testimony to NBC, it’s unlikely she would have followed through with 
 the dinner had she received advance knowledge that Fuentes was going to be present. 

 ●  Giorno sent Ye an infographic with details on how to talk to Trump and read his body 
 language.  Ye meant to forward the infographic to Nicholas Fuentes but accidentally sent 
 it to Nicholas Garavante, a lawyer who worked for both Ye and Trump. 

 The arrival 
 ●  Once the group arrived at Mar-A-Lago, they were let in without any trouble or resistance 

 upon seeing Ye’s face as well as Giorno’s credentials. 



 ●  While waiting in the lobby, visitors applauded upon the entrance of President Trump. 
 ○  Ye approached Trump alone, who then asked if he wanted to bring Fuentes, 

 Montgomery, and Giorno. With Trump’s approval, Ye obliged. 
 ●  They were invited to dine on the patio. 

 The first half 
 ●  The first thing Trump did was hand Ye an iPad to play music. Ye first played “Say You 

 Will”, a song which Trump didn’t really like. Ye switched the song to “Stronger”. 
 ●  At first the mood was jubilant, although Ye was shy and reserved in the beginning and 

 talked very little. 
 ●  Trump did not seem to recognize any of the guests, even Giorno. 
 ●  Montgomery spoke very little, claiming his sole intent was to observe. 
 ●  Trump spent the first half hour of the dinner speaking to Ye in a manner typical of 

 Republicans advertising to black voters, mentioning things like the First Step Act and the 
 Platinum Plan. Ye was mostly unresponsive. 

 ●  At one point during the dinner, Ye critiqued Trump’s seeming lack of support for those 
 charged in the events of the January 6th riot at the United States Capitol. 

 Nick’s comments 
 ●  Fuentes initially had nothing but praise for President Trump, whom he describes as a 

 personal hero. He applauded Trump for his 2016 campaign as well as claiming he could 
 easily defeat potential primary challengers for 2024 such as Ron DeSantis. 

 ●  Fuentes was initially hesitant to say anything negative to Trump, but was encouraged by 
 Ye to offer the constructive criticism he’d frequently given on his livestreams. 

 ●  Fuentes critiqued the rhetoric exhibited in his 2024 campaign announcement speech, 
 claiming it was a far cry from the President’s 2016 campaign. He also critiqued Trump’s 
 endorsements of House Leader Kevin McCarthy and RNC chairman Ronna McDaniel. 

 ●  Trump, impressed by Fuentes’s recollection of events in the Trump campaign and 
 detailed analysis, turned to Ye and said “I really like this guy. He gets me.  Where’d you 
 find him?” Trump told Fuentes he didn’t disagree with the criticism, but had advisors who 
 wanted him to act more “presidential”. 

 ●  Trump asked Fuentes if he was active on Truth Social.  Fuentes replied that he was, but 
 one such Trump advisor, Jason Miller, had banned him from Gettr.  Trump asked if 
 Fuentes was on the “fringes” of the MAGA movement.  Fuentes confirmed Trump’s 
 suspicion, adding that he’s “one of the people who got banned from everything”. 



 The phone call 
 ●  Sometime after this, Trump received a call from what is believed to be Nicholas 

 Garavante, who was concerned that Ye planned to do something to harm Trump. 
 Garavante has since denied having contacted Trump. 

 ●  Returning to the table after the call, Trump’s demeanor was much more aggressive. 
 Trump told three stories about public figures who he felt treated him unfairly. 

 ●  Trump asked Ye if he still loved his ex-wife Kim Kardashian. Ye responded in the 
 affirmative. Trump told the story of how he freed Alice Johnson, drug dealer, from prison 
 at her behest.  Trump was appalled to see Kardashian enthusiastically and publicly 
 support Biden for president later, describing her as a “disgusting human being”. 

 ●  Next, Trump told the story of negotiating a deal to free artist A$AP Rocky from prison, 
 who also went on to denounce Trump.  At this point, the guests felt Trump was 
 significantly more agitated, and became more profane in his language. 

 ●  Trump’s final story detailed his experience in negotiating the release of three athletes for 
 the University of California at Los Angeles, who were arrested in China for alleged 
 shoplifting.  The athletes, upon release, were reluctant to thank the President. According 
 to Trump, a Chinese official slapped one in the face and verbally accosted him. 

 The closing words 
 ○  Later in the conversation, Ye asked Trump to be his running mate for a 

 prospective 2024 presidential campaign. 
 ●  Ye, who has previously stated he would accept an offer to be Trump’s running mate, 

 began to feel that his agenda would be the most effective. 
 ●  Trump was enraged by Ye’s question and began to shout at him, telling him that he is a 

 successful artist and businessman, but cannot win a presidential election.  Trump ordered 
 Fuentes and Giorno to advise Ye against running for President. Fuentes was hesitant to 
 respond. Giorno’s answer is unknown. 

 ●  Soon after, Trump concluded the dinner, escorting them off the premises. 
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